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The beginning of the first habanos 
„book“ date back to early 2002 when 
the first volume was presented – 

the one of cuaba. In each of the following 
years the spanish-cuban company has 
consistently pinned the attention to its 
aficionados with partagas serie c n1 
(2003), hoyo de monterrey lusitanias 
(2004), romeo y Julieta fabulosos (2005), 
trinidad torre Iznaga (2006), h. upmann 
magnum especial (2007), cohiba sublimes 
extra (2008), san cristobal o`reilly (2009) 
and bolivar gran belicoso (2010).
except for the debut series, which was 
released in 300 units, all other were released 

in 500-units. cohiba`s popularity at a later 
stage and the growing interest in existing 
editions at that time, was a reason enough 

to double the circulation starting 2008. 
nonetheless, the circulation still remains very 
limited with its 1,000 books worldwide. 
In 2007, we got introduced to trinidad 
torre Iznaga, which virtually swept those 
who managed to try it away. year 2008 
was dedicated to cohiba and 2009 to san 
cristobal de la habana, whereas today it is 
“obras completas” or “collected works” of 
coleccion habanos which has been earning 
the spotlight. 
the issue contains 3 units from each release 
issued over the years. these vitolas have 
never been and will not be repeated in the 
portfolio of the respective brand “book”. 

Premium Cigars&Tobacco 
enriched its chain for cuban 
cigars and tobacco products 
and accessories with two new 
locations at Paradise Center 
sofia and downtown the 
albanian capital Tirana. 

The 10 volumes of The ColleCTed works:

Cuaba, SalomoneS (Cepo 56 x 184 mm)
the first book of the collection, 2001. beautiful, massive double-figural 
cigar. Issued in 300 units

partagáS, Serie C n1 
(Cepo 48 x 170 mm)
2002, 300 units

Hoyo de monterrey, extravaganza 
(Cepo 50 x 180 mm)
2003, 500 units. long and thin, this vitola is specially designed for aficionados 
of the sophisticated formats and the lighter taste.

romeo y Julieta, FabuloSoS n6 
(Cepo 52 x 180 mm)
2004, 500 units

monteCriSto, maravillaS n1 
(Cepo 55 x 182 mm)
2005, 500 units. Issued for the 70th anniversary of the brand

trinidad, torre iznaga 
(Cepo 52 x 170 mm)
2006, 500 units. the first book on the bulgarian market

H.upmann, mágnum eSpeCial 
(Cepo 55 x 170 mm)
2007, 500 units

CoHíba, SublimeS extra (Cepo 54 x 184 mm)
2008, 1,000 units. for the first time, due to the great interest in the habanos 
“library”, the number of units were increased to 1,000 worldwide 

San CriStóbal de la Habana, o‘reilly 
(Cepo 56 x 160 mm)
2009, 1,000 units. except for the 10th anniversary of the brand, all other 
names in this book were in honour of streets in old havana

bolívar, gran beliCoSo 
(Cepo 54 x 184 mm)
2010, 1,000 units

launching
ColeCCion HabanoS 2011 obraS CompletaS

*premium cigars&tobacco albania

do not miss to enjoy a coffee 
or rum with a cigar at the new 
opened Cafe Cubita (9 enos 
str., sofia). there you could 
find the full portfolio of cuban 
gourmet products: high class 
cuban coffees and variety of 
rums.
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• handmade, solid humidor made by the artist ernesto 
aguilera

• humidor replica made in london in the late 60s of the 
xx century

• 50 units of hoyo de monterrey maravillas n1

• limited to 350 numbered boxes worldwide  

Presentation:

by 2006, the term “replica” was used 
only for representatives of those old 
humidor reproductions offered at 
charitable auctions at the end of any of 
the 8 to that date editions of the habanos 
festival in havana. reminiscent of 
jeweller workmanship since they are 
made by the hand of a a single master, 
they were sold at an auction to the 
happy owner and the memory about 
them stayed on only in the brochures 
about the auction. 

the trend was broken in 2006 when for 
the first time habanos surprised us with 
their most luxurious line which combines 
collection worth and extremely creative 
artistry: a replica. partagas took the 
lead with a humidor replica from the 
early twentieth century and the grand 
format sobresalientes. there followed 
h.upmann (2007), romeo y Julieta 
(2008), montecristo (2009) which for 
the first time put bulgaria on the map 
of the world habanos collectibles. all 
representatives of this ultra chic line 

were extremely limited and did not 
exceed 250 to 350 units worldwide. 

today, we are pleased to present the 
latest jewel in the crown of the ultra 

limited editions: a replica of an antique 
humidor under the brand hoyo de 
monterrey.

maravillas n1 is a format which does 
not exist in our portfolio brand. for the 
first time, it appeared under the hoyo 
de monterrey brand in the late 60s of 
the xx century as an exclusive offer for 
the enthusiasts of cuban temptations in 
london. In commemoration of the 70th 
anniversary of the brand in 2005, that 
vitola was also released in the issue 
„coleccion habanos“.

With its length and calibre maravillas 
n1 could be easily referred to the group 
of impressive cigars. Ideal for special 
occasions and for smokers who want 
to draw long-term pleasure and full 
saturation of the senses. With its release 
in the luxury boutiques of the chain 
„la casa del habano“, this will be the 
most impressive format on the market - 
unfortunately only 350 units worldwide.

repiCa oF Hoyo de monterrey maravillaS n1

on march 1, fans of cuban cigars in the capital city remained in the 
grip of cuban culture during the specially dedicated to the „Island 
of freedom“ night at la cubanita bar&dinner. guests completely 
immersed themselves into the authentic cuban atmosphere 

garnered by a thematic menu with exquisite culinary delights, 
tasting cuban rums and, of course, the habanos temptatios. 
among the attendants were the ambassador of cuba to bulgaria 
he teresita camacho, many celebrities and media representatives.

HabanoS liFe

habanos bulgaria

In parallel with the happening in sofia, 
bulgaria’s sea capital varna also left 
their imprint and contributed to the 

cultural life in the country. the event 

was hosted by the renowned restaurant 
„captain cook“. the mood was high 
due to the live performances of famous 
cuban songs by the mango duende 

band. cigar sommeliers from „kaliman 
caribe“ presented to attendants the latest 
products of habanos s.a. and saw to 
putting them to utter comfort.

Two events took place with the 
participation of habanos and left 
their imprint in the nightlife of cigar 
connoisseurs in sofia and varna.
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Biser Tashev is a manager of “moto-
pfohe”, plovdiv. mr. toshev is a winner 
of the prestigious prize habanos 
special award, awarded by kaliman 
caribe in 2011 for his contribution to the 
choice of a name for the first regional 
cigar issue to bulgaria bolivar 681.

„I consider cuban cigars are a philosophy, emotion and choice. 
the cigarette brings dependence while the cigar – this is a choice 
related only to pleasant emotions. I never smoke a cigar when I am 
in a bad mood.“

My first Cuban cigar
It was a long time ago in the mid-1980s. I was then a student in the plovdiv high 
school of mathematics. there were some shops for cigarettes in the city where they 
were also selling cuban cigars and cigarettes. I remember montecristo and partagas. 
We smoked the cigar like a cigarette. Well, we managed to smoke only half of it. you 
probably guess what the result was...
my first conscious contact with cigars dates back to 2007, and I only prefer the cigars 
from the habanos portfolio. I have tried other brands, from other countries around 
the world but that was only to convince myself once more of the exquisite qualities of 
cuban cigars.

the thing that impresses me most in the Habanos cigars is 
their unique aroma due to the tobacco properties and the climate and soil specifics 
of the Island. even the premium brands from the region, with rare exceptions, cannot 
come to terms even with medium-class cuban cigars. but all is up to one`s taste and 
correct storage.

the time for cigar is time
for pleasure, to rest and to have a pleasant 
relaxation after a hard day‘s work. 

the best combination is cigar with
...with friends. but sometimes the cigar 
itself is enough.

My favorite cigar is
my favorite cigar is partagas serie p n2 
because is extremely balanced, with 
expressed aroma and is a representative 
of my favorite vitola pyramide. for a daily 
quick consumption, I prefer the two vitolas 
of h.upmann - corona major and half 
corona. I also like bolivar 681, because 
of the name and the emotion it brings 
to me /I am its godfather, after all/. my 

love towards history dates back to the 
beginnings of my professional career. I 
used to be a teacher for several years.
I am also a fan of h.upmann, montecristo, 
romeo y Julieta, partagas, hoyo de 
monterrey, vegas robaina and of course 
cohiba, and trinidad. 

the style of a Habanos aficionado 
stands out with its
...unobtrusiveness. the size here does 
not matter. the pleasure of the cigar is 
personal experience. I hope you will allow 
me a deviation since I work in a sphere 
which I know brings pleasure to a large 
part of your clients. I compare this to the 
pleasure of driving of my favorite premium 
brand cars.

the history with cigar which you will 
never forget
...is personal.

My personal recommendation to cigar 
beginners is
do not compromise on quality to enjoy the 
pleasure and to feel the emotion of a real 
aficionado.

www.kalimancaribe.com

HabanoS SpeCial award 2011

during the xv habanos festival kaliman caribe ltd. won a prestigious recognition 
and a certificate for its contribution to the development of top brands cohiba, 
montecristo, romeo y Julieta, partagas, etc. in bulgaria, macedonia, albania, 
armenia. the diploma was given along with a painting by saida del rio, a cuban 
vanguard artist renowned worldwide.

ThE habanos World
preStigiouS award For Kaliman Caribe
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XV 
habanos fes-
tival marked 
the atten-

dance of cuban cigar con-
noisseurs from more than 70 
countries, as well as inter-
national stars who are fans 
of the best tobacco in the 

world. all of them enjoyed 
the topical for this year pre-
sentations of habanos s.a. 
and the unique program 
during the one-week event 
in the end of february in ha-
vana, cuba.

ThE habanos World

monteCriSto and partagaS tooK tHe Center Stage during 
tHe xv HabanoS FeStival in Cuba
two new vitolas of montecristo: petit n2 and double edmundo, 
the first partagas gran reserva, as well as the anew brand 
release of vegueros concentrated the interest of visitors at 
the xv cigar festival in havana.
the presence of important persons such as boris becker, the 
singer omara portuondo, the nba player gary payton, the 
Italian tenor dario balzanelli and the interesting view to the 
world of gourmet gastronomy, as well as the alliance between 
habanos and rioja, were among the basic highlights during 
the exclusive festival.
the sales of grupo habanos marked a considerable growth 
of 6% in 2012. during the traditional humidor auction were 
collected more than 1.3 million dollars for the cuban public 
health system.

during the festival also were held the xII International 
competition for habanos sommelier with the winner pedro 
tejeda terres (cuban from la bodegida del medio), while the 
best combination of wine and a cigar proved the first place 
of the french fabrice somier. the II International festival 
habanos in Images this year focused on photography. osiris 
oramas from restaurant la barca won the III habanos cata 
ciega - blind tasting. the avanguard croatian cooks grigur 
bacsic, Zoran simunic and pantelia pekic, members of the 
gastronomadi club, presented their chef d‘oeuvres in the 
kitchen by using the best tobacco in the world. the alliance 
between habanos and rioja, with the selection of the best 
combinations between the reserved seats for origin was one 
of the top themes at the festival.
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tHe montHly meetingS oF HabanoS aFiCionadoS: emblematiC For Cigar aFiCionadoS 

cigar aroma, cuban rum and nice con-
versations. this was the atmosphere at 
the last meeting of cuban cigar aficio-
nados in tirana. by tradition, the meet-
ing was held in la casa del habano 
where numerous guests enjoyed the 
rum cubayanejo and, of course the ha-
banos cigars. 

along with the event in albania, sofia 

hosted a traditional monthly meeting 
too. this time, the guests were chal-
lenged with a quiz in the field of the 
“black gold of cuba” as well as with a 
present to one f the lucky guests.
the tradition of the monthly meetings 
dates back to more than six years and 
since ever then it has gathered renown 
aficionados and followers of the haba-
nos culture. the society of cuban ci-

gar aficionados is growing ever larger. 
a testimony to this is the ever growing 
interest in the meetings and by the par-
ticipation of a growing number of young 
aficionados who make their first steps in 
the world of habanos cigars. 

the monthly meetings in sofia are held 
every last tuesday of the month at bar 
havana /7 enos str., sofia/.


